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 “Every good idea starts with the best of intentions, then becomes a business, and 

ends up as a racket” (Eric Hoffer, 1936)  

“To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”  

(R. Buckminster Fuller, 1956) 

Ring the bells that still can ring / Forget your perfect offering / There is a crack in 

everything / That's how the light gets in (‘Anthem’, Leonard Cohen) 

The Great Unravelling of 2016 threw many cards up in the air.   The ‘Brexit’ of the UK from the EU, 

the result of populist falsehoods and a single throw of pre-loaded dice, divided the country by 

geography, age, class and culture. Four months later the election of Donald Trump to the White 

House sent shockwaves right through the world order. In each case the establishment assumed that 

rational sense and advice of ‘the experts’ would prevail with voters, but instead outrage and fear 

came to the surface, bringing economic self-harm and socio-cultural conflict.  For the near future the 

UK’s place in the world is an open question, along with markets, finance, migration, farming, 

manufacturing and science.  For the USA the stakes are even higher, with the prospect of ‘Making 

America Hate and Hated Again’, via racism, misogyny, and MADDER (‘Mutually Assured Destruction 

and Depletion of Ecosystems and Resources’). Around the world there are similar game-changing 

uncertainties. Maybe the ‘liberal’ concept of democracy itself is flawed, and prone to misuse and 

abuse, as argued by Adam Smith and others.1 Or maybe the previous angle of this book – that 

consensus and synergy could prevail – is now obsolete. The forces of autocracy and intolerance and 

post-truth are so powerful and destructive, any consensus and synergy will be a running battle.  

But there is also potential for a new kind of politics, for an age which is perhaps post-political, and 

maybe pre-something else...   So here are some principles for a ‘Politics-III’, using synergistic thinking 

and mapping as a guide. Politics-III includes for ‘wider’ synergies between all stakeholders around 

the table, (or a whole series of tables).  It goes ‘deeper’, to work not only with material values but 

social, cultural, ecological or ethical values (as seen with the Brexit-Trump politics of identity). And 

thirdly the Politics-III looks ‘further’, not just fixing today’s problems, but looking towards co-

evolution and transformation of society.  This longer view helps to see the contrast between a 

politics which is clever-but-dumb, or smart-but-divisive, and one which is ‘wise-and-responsive’.  

All this calls for a leap in vision and imagination.  A ‘wiser’ Politics-III will work with collective 

intelligence, inclusive and empowering of all parts of society.  A wiser Politics-III will look beyond the 

obvious flaws of capitalism, towards a ‘co-opolism’, a socio-political-economic system based on co-

intelligence, co-production and many other ‘co’ words.  A wiser Politics-III will need ways to counter 

greed and aggression and myopia – either by direct conflict, by subversion or by inner strength… And 

so this chapter asks similar questions of politics and governance, as of the other domains:  

- How would a ‘wise’ Politics-III or Governance-III work? 

- How to mobilize the pathways towards it? And also in this case,  

- How to defend a ‘wise’ Politics-III from aggression or destruction by other kinds of politics? 

                                                             
1 Young, 2016 
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This brief chapter can only touch the surface of a huge and urgent agenda. Overleaf are the 

syndromes and scenarios of the political nexus.  Then we look at organizations, a good starting point 

for the basics of micro-politics. This leads to the highly charged question of multi-level governance, 

from neighbourhoods to global level structures such as the EU.  Behind this are vital public services, 

such as welfare and health, at the crossroads.  And all this points towards a political-economy co-

intelligence, and its response to inequality and corruption. Finally we sketch pathways and a proto-

manifesto for a connexus, a new POLITICS-III.   (Many more issues remain for another time:  law and 

justice, peace and conflict, and equality between cultures or genders, to name a few). 

  

 

1) SYNDROMES & SCENARIOS  
 

 

The 2016 unravelling exposed the political nexus – divides between insiders and outsiders, 

globalizers and localizers, old and young, and digital or analogue communities – all sketched in 

POLITICAL-SYNDROMES-(B). Economic, social and technology forces are pulling in different directions, 

and governance cannot manage the tensions of globalization.  Deeper down, the notions of evidence 

and expertise, human rights and citizenship, the apparent foundations of democracy, are eroding 

and fraManchesterenting in the post-truth landscape.  There are dangerous vacuums opening up, 

and as history shows, the door could be wide open to demagogues and warmongers.  

We need to talk not only about structures, but also the ‘metabolism’ of governance, as in POLITICAL-

SYNDROMES-(A).  Based on text-book rational management, there’s a cycle from policy objectives, 

inputs and resources, outputs and outcomes, to feedback and evaluation.  In other words, if 

government performs well, society benefits and the mandate continues.  But it seems the cycle isn’t 

often working well if at all. One crucial question is how far this metabolism is ‘clever’ in its mode-I 

technical functions, or ‘smart’ with incentives and innovations, or even ‘wise’ and responsive in a 

mode-III way? This question comes to the fore in PUBLIC-SERVICES-III.  

Deeper levels of divisions and traumas show up in the middle layer of POLITICAL-SYNDROMES-(C&D).  

Here on the left are three main axes of tension.  One is the familiar axis of market versus state: 

another sees co-dependence versus in-dependence, and a third axis is about hierarchy versus 

network structures.   

Let’s look more closely.  The first axis is the familiar ‘axis of political-economy’ between market and 

state or ‘labour versus capital’.  Here are capital and business pushing for deregulation, and 

progressive politics pushing for redistribution and public services.  But other sands have now shifted: 

the Brexit event showed it’s not all about economics or ‘market versus state’.2 The dispersion of the 

working class, diversification of economic networks, tensions between public services and 

                                                             
2 Shipman 2016 
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willingness to pay, and the effects of globalized finance trade and technology, all add up to a 

different kind of game, as pictured later on in POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III.  

In contrast there’s an ‘axis of hierarchy versus network’. This shows tension between a hierarchy of 

elite ‘insiders’, and an alienated periphery and network of ‘outsiders’: exposed by the Brexit, where 

the leavers seemed to have most to lose by leaving.   Such traumas are brought to a head with by 

global trade and disruption of livelihoods and communities.  As a result there is shrinking trust or 

commitment to world order, especially the neo-liberal ‘standard model’, and a hollowed-out state is 

now ripe for takeover by darker forces.3  As for responses, some are explored in PUBLIC-SERVICE-III 

below, where the example of health shows how co-production can bring huge benefits, far beyond 

the political domain. 

A third ‘axis of identity’ also emerges, more about socio-cultural citizenship and kinship, community 

and network, livelihood and enterprise.  The trauma on ‘sovereignty’, expressed as a British 

narrative of ‘take back control’, and the USA version, to ‘make America great again’, on the axis of 

‘co-dependence versus independence’. This shows huge tension between a metropolitan diversity 

and inter-dependence, as with the EU:  and independence as in nationalist or localist narratives, now 

badged as nativist. The risk is a destructive pulling apart of society: the opportunities are in 

synergistic models such as ORGANIZATION-III and MULTI-LEVEL-III, later in this chapter, and in the 

burgeoning of social networks, niche lifestyles and cultural enterprises. 

Overall these three axes show huge tensions and contradictions, far beyond the conventional politics 

of the establishment and the right-left spectrum.  Some ways to resolve the tensions are sketched 

on the middle right in POLITICAL-SYNDROMES-(D), This ‘structural synergistics’ looks for ways to 

combine the energies of the market with the responsibilities of the state – the prime focus for our 

POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III.  It looks for synergies which can combine co-dependence of a large 

community, with independence for individuals.  And it looks to combine the benefits of hierarchical 

structures with self-organizing networks. (As in ORGANIZATION-III or INEQUALITIES-III, complex systems 

and activities, from smart phones to symphonies, all rely on some kind of hierarchy...).  

With this kind of mapping on the table, the Great Unravelling is not a surprise at all (although for 

many including myself, deeply traumatic).  One of the synergistic insights is that cultural or 

psychological or territorial forces can be as powerful as the material. With that in mind, the periodic 

overthrow of established elites is inevitable (although we can’t assume that recent events will 

change the structures of capitalism). Further investigation should look not only for surface-level 

public attitudes, but the underlying structures, as depicted in these axes. But first, a brief roundup of 

political flux and transition... 

 

                                                             
3 Mair, 2013:  Davies 2016:  
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FIGURE 8-1: POLITICAL-SYNDROMES 
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Future proofing 
Everywhere are political uncertainties, not so much about the next election, but the future of the 

social order, the role of political structures, and the future of the market democratic model.  Social 

conditions are sliding back towards inequality and deprivation, with insecurity and addictive 

consumption (“humans are born free but everywhere live in chain-stores...”).  Economic shifts are 

driven by financial connectivity, service innovation, globalized supply chains and divisions of labour. 

Technology systems force the pace of disruption, reorganizing public services and social livelihoods.  

Climate change is kicking in, from melting ice to burning forests, like a ghost at the feast, feared by 

some and ignored by others. All this plays unevenly around the world. As in GEO-DEVELOPMENT-III, 

most emerging countries with rapid growth have the momentum to continue building infrastructure 

and public services, even under great political stress. In contrast, many ‘developed’ or ‘post-

developed’ countries seem to have lost their mojo, the growth machine has stalled, social contracts 

have eroded, and alienation and distrust emerge. 

How different could tomorrow’s politics be?  The scenarios here follow the same axes as in previous 

chapters - ‘public versus private’: and ‘top-down versus bottom-up’, as sketched in the lower part of 

POLITICS-SYNDROMES-(E).  Here are four alternative futures for 20-40 years ahead, each drawn with a 

dominant model, and a countervailing force of opposition:   

• ‘Global Enterprise’:  a future of global corporations, rapid innovation and smart cities. 

Governance is about managing the structures for corporate activity and value-generation: this 

includes some regulation of employment and environment, in order to maintain consumer 

demand and natural resources.  Formal ‘government’ is more or less owned by the corporations, 

banks and individuals who fund it: opposition comes from anti-corporate resistance.  

•  ‘Local Enterprise’:  regional and local firms, with slower innovation and more localized cultures. 

Governance sees business as the core of society, with some limited responsibility for social / 

environmental protection.  Formal ‘government’ is a kind of residue of foundations and 

charities, dependent on business for funding: opposition comes from social justice and anti-

profiteering campaigners.  

• ‘Global Community’: integrated global organizations have functions which include enterprise 

and social provision. Governance is targeted on global challenges, with the best expertise and 

evidence, but there are tensions between a rational-technical approach and a more creative 

empowerment approach.  Formal ‘government’ is complex and slow moving, like a scaled-up 

technocratic EU: in reaction, local activists campaign for diversity and empowerment.    

• ‘Local Community’: localized cultures and communities, many in physical and/or socio-cultural 

enclaves. Governance is focused on the micro-levels of firms and NGOs, with experiments in 

active democracy, network ownership, anarchist or communitarian thinking. Formal government 

sees a shift towards local-regional autonomy: opposition comes from activists against the 

fragmentation of society and exclusion of outsiders. 

Scenarios like these can show not only alternative futures, but also the possibility of shifts and 

transitions from one kind of future to another. The dynamic cycle of change could be useful in 

mapping these shifts.  Starting at the lower left of the scenario picture: (1) a local community starts 

on an extended growth path: (2) complex global markets evolve and replace many functions of 
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governance: (3) global markets hit crisis and shift to protectionism and localism: (4) unregulated 

markets don’t work well, so a larger governance emerges to fill the gap, until this also hollows out 

and reverts down, ready for another cycle.  The implication is that any political system is never static 

for long, and something fundamental will change sooner or later – a useful lesson in the quest for a 

synergistic Politics-III.   

Up to now this seems all about the macro scale of the ‘nation state’ or system of public governance. 

But we can see similar principles at every scale and in every sector, from the largest corporation to 

the smallest enterprise. So a good next step is the question of ‘organizations’... 
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2) HOW TO MANAGE:  ORGANIZATION-III  
 

 

All the way through the story so far – in food or energy systems, education or housing – there are 

gaps. The organizations we have, the structures and firms and agencies of all shapes and sizes, don’t 

seem suited to the synergistic problems or opportunities.  It shows up in FOOD-III:  a rapacious agri-

business can work well as a private enterprise, but a sustainable or synergistic food system is more 

than technical, it’s about social innovation, political lobbies, cultural identity, local ecology and 

public health. Each has a different value-set, and each feeds a community with those values.  

Moreover, each has an organization model which fits that role: a freelance enterprise, share 

company, non-profit foundation, social network or others.  But in practice, in spite of aspirations for 

multi-functional, multi-value organizations, there are strong legal and financial pressures to default 

to known models.  

There’s a long history to this.  Elinor Ostrom’s institutional analysis focused on the ‘commons’, and 

the collaborative rules and social norms which could lead to sustainable resource management.4  

From a different angle, the ‘Business Model Canvas’ is a framework for the ‘value proposition’: in 

this book the SOCIO-BUSINESS-III extends this from the purely commercial into a wider-deeper 

enterprise.5  The ‘organizational archetype’ looks at the informal structures and tacit knowledge 

structures of organizations of all shapes and sizes:6  meanwhile a business model on more synergistic 

lines is the SAMI ‘Purposive Self-Renewing Organization’.7  The cybernetic view looks at the ‘brain of 

the firm’ as nested systems of feedbacks, and the Viable Systems Model (VSM) provides a working 

model on five levels from strategic to operational.8  This points to explorations in the ‘socio-

cybernetics’ of cooperative behaviour, and the ‘evolutionary cybernetics’ of collective intelligence.9  

Finally, the digital transition is a disruption and game-changer, with the ‘wiki-nomics’ chains of co-

production, mapped earlier in INFORMATICS-III and SMART-SERVICES-III.10   

Each of these is useful for certain types of problems and certain types of organizations, public or 

private or civic. For old-style complicated problems, like building a railroad, we can imagine Kafka-

esque bureaucracies with steam-punk filing systems. But if we have a more ‘wicked’ type of 

problem, complex and controversial, then we need a rethink.  

 

From silos to synergies 
Behind the ‘best practice’ examples of eco-innovation or social-innovation, there’s often an 

organization-network-entity behind the scenes, with a similar inter-connecting role.  Following the 

initial enthusiasm, it’s fluid and uncertain, controversial with stakeholders or investors, vulnerable to 

                                                             
4 Ostrom 2005 
5 Osterwalder et al 2010 
6 Kostera, 2014 
7 Ringland et al 2012 
8 Beer, 1966: Espinosa and Walker 2012 
9 Bookchin 2005: Heylighen 2011 
10 Tapscott and Williams 2008 
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hijacking and personality conflicts, dependent on subsidies, or on the edge of financial collapse (I 

speak from experience...). This is also a problem for policymakers:  large programmes such as the EU 

Structural Funds demand financial accounts from applicants to minimize risk or corruption, but this 

excludes the most creative social innovations, and then distorts the projects to fit the accountancy... 

So it would be really useful if we could map the fundamentals of these different roles, and the 

organization models which might work best, not as a blueprint but a map of possibilities.  

This is where the concept of transaction costs, at the foundations of institutional economics, can be 

extended to a synergistic wider-deeper-longer view.11  We can look beyond ‘the firm’ as the final 

unit of analysis, to a synergistic Organization-III: and we look beyond material ‘transaction costs’, to 

diverse and multi-functional ‘relational value-chains’, or value-constellations.12 On that basis an 

Organization-III could do some business trading, some political campaigns, some public service and 

some cultural exchange.  Each of these involves an inter-connected, multi-functional value chain, 

and there could be a complex array of hubs or clusters, chains or loops, in-house or out-sourced, 

according to the situation.  Many such features are found in existing firms and organizations, but 

given the challenges above, we need to map this space more clearly. 

The overlap and inter-change between public, private and civic sectors shows up in the middle layer 

of ORGANIZATION-III-(B-D). In the linear mode-I on the left, each is a separate silo, and each business 

or government office or NGO has little knowledge or interest in the others. In an evolutionary mode-

II, there is potential value-added at the interfaces. The entrepreneurial firm might do business with 

the public sector, or a social enterprise might provide some services to business.  For the co-

evolutionary mode-III on the right, the creative opportunities are all about the boundaries and 

interfaces.13  On the public-private interface, there are partnerships and consortiums, service models 

and compacts,   intermediate labour and exchanges. On the private-civic boundary, there are CSR 

(Corporate Social Responsibility) and business-community collaborations: traditional philanthropy 

alongside new social-ethical enterprise. On the civic-public interface, there are community 

enterprises, voluntary sector service contracts, and many kinds of social innovations and political-

cultural networks, promotions, alignments and initiatives.  In the middle is the multi-functional 

mind-scape of an Organization-III.  This is wonderful when it works. But in practice, there are 

financial or legal pressures to be one thing or another, and such pressures are not only top-down: 

workers need job security, consumers need standards, and investors need risk profiles.  

 

  

                                                             
11 Williamson 1985 
12 Allee 2003 
13 Offe & Heinze 1992 
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FIGURE 8-2: ORGANIZATION-III  
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Public, private, or... 
 

Let’s now look at the internals of different organization types from private or public or third sectors.  

The SOCIO-BUSINESS-III model from Chapter 5 was more about the upstream-downstream value-

chains in production and consumption.  In contrast, the issue here is more about the internals of the 

business, enterprise, agency, institute, or other.  The mapping shows these as mode-I, mode-II and 

mode-III organization types, side by side in the lower part of ORGANIZATION-III.   It would be easy to 

stereotype the public sector as linear, private sector as evolutionary, and cooperative / non-profit 

sector as co-evolutionary. In reality things aren’t that simple. There’s much entrepreneurial activity 

in the public sector, linear thinking in the corporate sector, and cooperative activity, often tacit and 

informal, which enables everyone in public and private sectors to work.  

However there are general patterns. It seems that public bodies such as municipalities, have 

multiple goals and activities: for instance transport, education, museums or parks, all involve wider 

communities than just suppliers and customers, and deeper values whether social or cultural or 

ecological.  But the practical delivery of service is often cumbersome, with a linear command-and-

control management, many layers of decision-making, and weak feedback from users through the 

election cycle, as in ORGANIZATION-III-(E). And then, if public services are privatized for cost savings, 

the feedback gets more disconnected, and the result less effective. The result is disillusionment with 

public services, with taxpayers (urged on by right-wing media), feeling that their money is wasted. 

In contrast, the archetypal mode-II economic unit is the share capital limited liability firm, perhaps 

the greatest single invention of capitalism, as in ORGANIZATION-III-(F).  Shareholders are here strictly 

for investment and dividend, liability for losses is limited, and there is a wall between them and 

management.  Within the firm are further firewalls between the board, executive, management and 

workforce. Customers are on the other side of the firm boundary, and feedback consists of sales 

data and market research. There’s a clear ‘techno-economic’ logic on the supply side (efficient 

production), with a clear ‘socio-economic’ logic on the demand side (i.e. customer satisfaction or 

economic ‘utility’). With clear goals and clear boundaries, which focus entrepreneurial energies 

within the unit, the firm can achieve huge efficiency, technical innovation, and supply chains of 

global complexity. However other things then tend to get externalized: pollution and waste, 

exploitation of workers and supply chains, and manipulation of consumers.  It’s possible that the 

firm model itself could mutate, at least in some sectors, from the disruptions of robotics and AI, 

distributed manufacture, wiki-onomic co-production or sharing-economy platforms.   

The mappings of these two models seem to show the majority of workers are under-employed in 

routine tasks, vital feedback loops are missing, and the general co-intelligence is limited. If 

everything is stable the organization will survive, but in turbulent or disruptive times it will be at risk. 

So what about an organization model based on synergistic mind-scape and co-intelligence? Some 

point to a model consensus and organic hierarchy, such as the ‘sociocratic’ organization.14  Others 

point towards the cooperative model:15  but with examples around the world, there’s still a question 

over the cooperative model, still in the minority compared with the share capital model.  It seems 

we could learn from the limits of each – public sector, private firm, cooperative / non-profit / third 

                                                             
14 Endenburg 1998 
15 Murray, 2010: Mazzarol et al 2014 
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sector – and point towards the features of a synergistic model. This in turn could help each of these 

three types to survive and prosper in the right situation.  

So here’s a generalized picture in the lower right of ORGANIZATION-III-(G). This builds on cybernetic 

theory and the VSM, and combines with the upstream-downstream linkages of the SOCIO-BUSINESS-

III.   For an organization with tangible functions and roles and operations, VSM is very useful: in 

contrast a synergistic Organization-III could be working in a situation with multiple functions, shifting 

roles, disruptive operations, fuzzy boundaries and disputed objectives.... so building the co-

intelligence is the only way. With a synergistic mind-scape, it looks wider around the community of 

stakeholders, it looks deeper beyond material values: and it looks longer, towards transformation 

through co-learning and co-innovation.  

The chart shows at each level a synergistic connectivity, more or less like a team. In a board of 

directors, jazz band, or 11 players on a field, there are synergistic relations which are not only 

functional but rely on a ‘multi-mind’ of human relations and experiences.16  Also, there’s another 

debate for another time, about leadership, entrepreneurs and the role of the individual in the 

collective.17 For now, it seems that in a synergistic team, everyone can be leaders at some times for 

some things, and a wise organization will aim to mobilize this talent.  

This ORGANIZATION-III is inclusive of upstream and downstream effects: unlike the extractive business 

which cheats customers and dumps pollution, it cultivates long-term relationships, and re-circulates 

value and profit.   Within, the management / workforce structure moves towards a self-organizing 

network with multiple feedbacks: private investment and public objective roles shift towards a 

stewardship / stake-owning role.  The co-production functions of goods or services are self-

organized on a team-based model of co-learning and co-production.  At the other side, the users / 

customers / clients are more networked, self-organized and reciprocal, with co-production and co-

creation built in. This is ideal for digital-enabled opportunities such as crowd-sourced demand, wiki-

nomic co-innovation or intelligent finance.  

To achieve this we don’t have to create a whole new thing: this mode-III is more like a space of 

opportunities, anything from the smallest niche in a firm, to the largest global network. One example 

is SAMI Consulting (including myself as a Principal), a mode-III type distributed organization without 

formal employees or premises, a combination of business, think-tank and public resource.  Another 

is Freecycle, a totally non-profit network model, an online forum for exchange and re-use of surplus 

goods: here the synergistic mind-scape is in the user community outside the enterprise boundary, 

meaning that the platform is only as good as its users.  Larger examples include the Guardian Media 

Group and the global consulting group Arup.  

So, back to the case of local food: our synergistic hub / platform / enterprise / think-tank / network 

will aim wider at the synergies between food producers, consumers, distributors, caterers, 

municipalities, investors, education, health, ecologists and others. Here there could be small private 

enterprises linked in a non-profit cooperative association, managing integrated and circular systems 

in distribution, waste, compost and cultivation: also, co-innovation start-ups and co-production joint 

ventures would be active.  It will also aim deeper, where each unit of the family is viable in finance, 

                                                             
16 Ornstein 2003 
17 Parkin 2010 
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but also in ecological relations, social responsibilities and cultural values – not just as limits but as 

sources of added value.  And the organization aims ‘longer’, with a food system which isn’t a single 

end-point, more like continuous co-learning and co-creation.   At the moment these can be seen 

mainly at smaller scales, in consumer-producer cooperatives, green infrastructure and green belt 

projects, ecosystems or resource management of many kinds.18  As to the scaling up for cities or 

regions, this is the next challenge...   

                                                             
18 Ravetz 2015 
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3) WHERE TO MANAGE: MULTI-LEVEL-III  
 

 

The Brexit was won on the slogan “take back control!!”.... but in an age of inter-dependent global 

markets and finance and technology, what is this ‘control’ and where is it taken?  (arguably it was 

the elite financiers, media oligarchs and demagogues who took real control...). But the multi-level 

question has never been so controversial.  As a former community architect-planner, I aimed 

towards local empowerment, but it seemed that one-off projects struggled against larger forces.19   

Many UK regions were devastated by de-industrialization in the 1980s, but the right-wing national 

government had near-zero interest (unless there was a riot): the way forward was in Europe, not 

only for the funding, but a whole philosophy and ‘agenda’ for regional development. In that case, 

the local was linked, via regional, to the supra-national level.    

But who are what are these ‘local communities’, so beloved by politicians and campaigners? Many 

local areas are in flux and conflict, and the ‘community’ is not so much a thing as a zone of 

interactions.  And as for local autonomy, most in the developed world are globalizing in everything 

from phones to pharmaceuticals.  Food is one area with great potential for local production and 

consumption, and works well for an eco-cultural niche: but to scale up, we have to look closely, 

whether production is decided by financial or other criteria, and who should decide?   

In an age of inter-dependence, much power shifts upwards from nations, to global systems of 

finance, trade, science and technology. There’s also a downward shift where the mayors of cities 

such as New York, London or Rio, have hugely concentrated powers and resources.20   As for cities, 

these are not only concreted grey areas on the map, but also local-global hubs, messy 

agglomerations, fuzzy fringes, aerotropolis zones, carceral enclaves, peri-urban metro-scapes, or 

plain urban sprawl.21 There are attempts such as the EU programs for ‘territorial cohesion’ and 

multi-level governance, but it seems the problem is increasingly in the shape of ‘non-cities’.22   

And what you see isn’t always what you get. In the UK for instance, a system of partial regional 

governance was disbanded in 2010 and replaced with slogans on ‘localism’: in reality, the poorest 

local governments were starved of resources, while real control was centralized away from the local 

‘hollow states’.23 The current Devolution program would like to decentralize powers and resources 

back to city-regions with new elected mayors.  Manchester leads this agenda of ‘Devo-Manc’, based 

on its track-record in city-region partnerships, but others nearby seem adhoc and without strategy.24  

Meanwhile ‘local’ schools are turned quasi-private under national control, and ‘local’ health services 

have doubled the corporate share.25  One result of such local fragmentation was the Brexit, which is 

almost certain to increase the dislocation of local enterprise.   

                                                             
19 Ravetz 1995 
20 Barber, 2013 
21 Soja 2001: Ravetz et al 2012 
22 EC 2008: DG REGIO 2011 
23 Mair 2013 
24 National Audit Office, 2016  
25 Meek 2014 
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There’s also the tricky balance of politics versus evidence.  Working on the UK Spatial Planning 

Framework in 2001, after consulting with departments and agencies and professional institutes, I 

met with the government Head of Planning.26  The civil service advice:  in technical terms, NOT 

having a national Spatial Framework is unthinkable. But in political terms, to HAVE a Spatial 

Framework is more unthinkable, with too many ‘elephant traps’ and hostages to fortune. A decade 

on, we have National Infrastructure Plans which are technically viable, but in political limbo and 

disconnected from any other policies... 

 

Multi-function & multi-territory  
Up to now the main question was ‘how’ a synergistic politics-III could work. Now we have a ‘where’ 

question: where to get the best fit between spatial scales and territories, and the complex functions 

of governance within and between them. If we lived in an ordered world with orderly nested units 

from neighbourhoods to regions, there might be a rational solution: or, if our problems could be 

defined clearly, then a command-and-control governance might be ok. But the reality is much more 

complex and messy.  Manchester for one is a reasonable city-region unit, and the city-region is 

about the optimum level for integration, but in reality multi-level / multi-sector clashes are 

everywhere.27 For the low-carb agenda, how should we coordinate utilities (private, trans-national), 

with housing markets (private/social, national), neighbourhoods (multi-cultural, urban scale), and 

income groups (uncoordinated, household scale)?  And so, the principles of a synergistic politics-III 

have to play out in real spaces and places.   

Here’s a test-bed city-region, in the upper part of MULTI-LEVEL-III.  Here are local or city-region 

economies, travel areas, housing market and labour market areas: but these are overlaid with global 

systems of technology, finance, supply chains and infrastructures.   Local communities and 

livelihoods struggle to keep up with volatile growth or decline or restructuring: the public services 

and social investments which should provide stability, are also market-izing, centralizing and 

globalizing.  And in the physical eco-region there are more possible layers and boundaries: from river 

catchments, to minerals and waste, forestry, farming, biodiversity: again these vulnerable local 

ecosystems are easily disrupted by global finance, supply chains, or just climate change.  

From the mapping in the lower left of this picture, governance in fixed hierarchical units seems quite 

unsuited to the reality, of complex, overlapping, multi-layered functions and territories.  The likely 

result:  complex multi-level systems are ignored, the needs of regions and cities and neighbourhoods 

go unmet, and their resources are wasted.  And in the longer term, an almost irreversible trends of 

urban sprawl, car dependency, mono-functional land-use and destruction of local diversity and 

resilience.  Meanwhile national government is captured by global elites who extract wealth and 

power: city governments are on the wrong end of a top-down chain. The intermediate levels are 

uncoordinated and out of the loop, but calls for strategic planning then evoke self-serving 

bureaucracies and unwanted ‘red-tape’.  At the community level, citizens feel alienated and 

disempowered, with feedback only via periodic elections where the choices are ‘more of the same’. 

The result (in the UK at least) is a spiral of decline of trust in local government, with the Brexit being 

one result.  
                                                             
26 Wong et al 2000 
27 Ravetz 2000 
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By contrast, on the lower right of MULTI-LEVEL-III-(D), there’s a more responsive structure, which 

combines a politics-III synergistic mind-scape, with ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ levels.  Formal 

government is based on a legal democratic mandate and powers and responsibilities: informal is a 

variable set of institutions, associations, networks, enterprises, value-chains and other alignments.   

In reality the two types are inter-connected: formal organizations run on tacit knowledge and inter-

personal relations, while informal systems refer back to some financial or legal structure (there are 

also the corruption / informality issues of INEQUALITIES-III).  To respond to a complex urban-rural-

regional system, with messy overlaps between functions and territories, calls for a formal / informal 

combination, at alternate layers, where each supports the other.  In practice each nation has its own 

arrangements. In the UK this would suggest (in principle) formal layers for city-regions, districts and 

neighbourhoods, and informal for regions, boroughs and parishes: with adjustments for different 

urban and rural conditions.  

To visualize this we use the image of a three-sided pyramid. In the centre is an informal association 

or community or forum, tighter or looser as needed: this links diagonally to the more local formal 

units (e.g. village councils), and upwards to a higher formal unit (e.g. the city-region).  There’s a 

principle of ‘subsidiarity’, where formal powers devolve to the lowest practical level: and of 

‘residuarity’, where lower levels take responsibility where higher levels are lacking.  At the 

community level, informal governance merges into social enterprise and co-innovation, so that 

citizens can be mobilized and self-organized, and there’s active feedback at every level, via 

deliberative / participative budgeting, social forums, socio-ecosystems and socio-enterprise public-

service activities, as in NEIGHBOURHOODS-III and LOCAL-ONOMICS-III.  

Overall, the point is that these structures are for a purpose. Formal government can benefit from a 

synergistic mind-scape of co-learning and co-creation. Informal governance can benefit from links 

with the formal, to enable local identities, social finance, cultural resources, or ecological values.  

One example, on the borders of Manchester is the inter-regional partnership Pennine Prospects, 

which brings governance, business and civic organizations together, in an area of unique landscape, 

economic opportunity and social problems. Within that area is the Incredible Edible project, as in 

FOOD-III, where a small-medium town has emerged with new forms of co-creation, where very local 

activities have regional and global significance.   
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FIGURE 8-3: MULTI-LEVEL-III 
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Governance with cities & non-cities  
The youth on our street had nowhere to go, the jobs and services having left the area a decade 

earlier. So with a little help, they campaigned for a skateboard park.  After a while local people put 

together some wooden ramps, well used but falling apart in the winter.  After more years 

campaigning, the municipality found a budget and put up some steel and concrete, complete with 

official safety notices. But the youth had by now moved on, the park became a drug exchange and a 

‘problem’, and eventually it was sold off for parking. A decade on, the car park has new wooden 

planters with free fruit from ‘Incredible Edible’.   Countless examples of micro-scale governance 

show how to enable the informal and local, for the youth in the park, or the elderly in the 

neighbourhood.28  But in reality we live in complex systems, which can’t all be resolved at the local. 

So the question here is how to manage the multiple layers of district, city, city-region or nation.   

The ‘world’s most innovative city’ of 2014 was Medellin in Colombia (see DEVELOPMENT-III): 

previously capital of the narco-wars, now a showpiece for creative urban design and social 

transformation, run by a partnership as a ‘local development state’.29  A main factor of success – the  

city owns the water, energy, transport and other vital services, and reinvests the profits. Ironically 

this seems to be out of the question in other so-called developed countries. This suggests that a city 

isn’t just about the urban area, but the functional hinterland, or city-region.30 for water or energy or 

waste, and the transport which enables it to hang together.   

A ‘city-region’ sounds like a simple practical thing, an optimum midway between local and global, 

but the reality is often more messy. One common syndrome: the affluent migrate outwards to a low-

tax hinterland, using big-city services, but leaving a shrunken administration carrying the burden of 

low income communities. Another syndrome is where a structured industrial city shifts towards a 

post-industrial agglomeration, with volatile change across fringes, in-between spaces, and peri-

urban / peri-rural sprawl: a ‘non-city’ which cuts right across governance units.  

This peri-urban question came up in CITY-REGION-III: in principle this shows a strong case for strategic 

and multi-level governance.31 But in practice it’s not easy to define this ‘rural-urban-region’ or city-

region hinterland: the economic, social or environmental units are all different, and a typical city-

region is a complex messy thing.  The Budapest city-region has 16 districts and 193 settlements, and 

Chicago has 14 counties and 28 main urban areas. Manchester has 10 districts as a ring of satellites 

around a main urban area, but most other English city-regions are messy compromises, and there’s 

strong resistance to shifting powers upwards or downwards. 

The problem is that conventional linear-style ‘politics-I’ or ‘governance-I’ has evolved around 

conventional urban units.  But the malls, science parks, high-end housing and airports have a very 

different kind of spatial logic, where powerful dynamic networks are overlaid on smaller fixed units, 

and post-industrial communities are insecure pawns in a larger game.  Without intervention the 

result is urban sprawl, a non-city or non-territorial agglomeration, in which non-governance is both 

cause and effect.  But if public policy tries to intervene, the result is often complex layers of 

administration, not well suited to the more dynamic multi-functional and multi-spatial reality.  

                                                             
28 Hamdi 2004 
29 Bateman et al 2010: Betancur 2007 
30 Various definitions are in Ravetz et al 2013 
31 Piorr et al 2012: details on www.plurel.net 

http://www.plurel.net/
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For an alternative, again, we look for synergistic combinations of formal / informal at each level of 

the tree. For smaller communities, the youth in the park and similar, governance isn’t just something 

done ‘to or for’ the people, more like enabling synergies ‘between and with’ the people. For larger 

city-regions, in a similar way at the strategic level, we look for synergies between multi-functional 

infrastructure and finance, with social and economic and ecological resources, played out in the 

spatial dimension.  This shows up with the ecosystem services ‘around’ the city, in ONE-PLANET CITY-

III. A typical peri-urban area contains many rural-urban exchanges, such as water resources and 

flood control, energy and minerals supplies, agri-food and forestry.  There are also relationships of 

cultures and livelihoods and identities, better expressed by the Welsh ‘cynefin’, or the German 

‘heimat’.   Both services and relationships cut across spatial boundaries and departmental silos, and 

again this calls for a more synergistic kind of governance for both territories and non-territories. 

At a London forum on the national ‘HS2’ high speed rail project, I made a proposition for next-

generation strategic planning, to minimize the risk and maximize the spin-offs of this huge 

investment. In the debate the majority view seemed to be that ‘planning’ was part of the problem, 

the line would never be built if local councils and NIMBY groups were involved, and streamlined 

free-enterprise (with state-backed compulsory land purchase) would do much better.  

So how to tell the difference, between planning and non-planning, or cities and non-cities?  Again 

this starts with matching the governance to the problems or opportunities. A mode-I functional 

governance can work well for straight urban growth, with large quantities of land and infrastructure.  

With scarcity of physical or human resources, a mode-II smart governance can be more nuanced, 

with auctions, markets, tradeable quotas and the like.  But this often leads to a zero-sum game of 

growth equals decline, or a speculation-extortion game of dispossession of the poor.  So, a mode-III 

wise governance aims towards a synergistic city-region, which can cultivate the synergies and 

linkages between urban, peri-urban and rural systems, so that all communities in all locations can 

collaborate and flourish. 

Overall the implications are very topical. The non-city / non-planning peri-urban space of sprawl and 

wastage, shows clearly the limits of conventional government in fixed units, bypassed or co-opted by 

power and wealth. The peri-urban calls for a wiser multi-level governance, more inclusive and 

responsive.   

In the cartoons in Chapter 11 there’s a recurring picture of the squatters under the overpass, a space 

of exclusion and waste, but also a space of flux and opportunity.  This is played out at the local level 

or city level, all the way to the supra-national – where the future of the EU may depend on 

synergistic multi-level governance for 500 million. But this is for another time.  For the moment we 

follow next with a primary role of governance – provider of public services. 
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4) HOW TO BE WELL: PUBLIC SERVICE-III 
 

 

UNICEF attacks the UK's record as I write: our so-called advanced nation is bottom of the league for 

the health gap, with obesity rising, education standards falling, and too many children stressed and 

depressed.32  Health, welfare and other public services are under attack, while the financial crisis has 

spun into an austerity crisis, lethal for the most vulnerable, where the societal model itself falls 

apart.33  Many developed nations are facing the contradictions of a ‘post-post-industrial’ society, 

where ‘Generation Y’ struggles with precarious employment, education and housing.34   Meanwhile 

many developing nations seem to be trapped in a global neo-liberal order which dictates the 

privatization and deregulation of public services.  

On both sides the need for public services grows: but neither the command-and-control model, or 

the private market cost-recovery model, seem to show positive ways forward. In this general state of 

angst, the OECD and others now debate ‘inclusive growth’, a new policy front with conferences and 

learned papers, on inclusion and growth, and how they fit together.35  But it seems the standard idea 

of inclusion measured as jobs and income, and growth measured as GDP, aren’t so relevant in the 

current climate of fragmentation, alienation and distrust. 

If we look beyond market and beyond state, if public services could improve their collective 

intelligence, they might do more for less. The three structural axes are useful here.  For better 

outcomes at reduced cost, we look beyond ‘public versus private’, towards ways of co-production. 

We look beyond the axis of ‘independence / inter-dependence’, towards a more responsive ‘co-

dependence’ where providers and users are in collaboration.  We look beyond the axis of ‘hierarchy 

versus network’, towards a ‘public service by and with the people’.  Overall it seems that the co-

evolution of public services is one of the keys to reinventing society...  so here is a brief look at 

welfare and public health.    

 

A well-fair state 
Social welfare is a response to many inter-connecting syndromes:  deprivation, unemployment, 

exclusion, mal-education, chronic illness, poor housing, alcohol or substance problems, all multiplied 

up. In the so-called advanced nation of the UK, 5% of households appear to be destitute, 13% go 

hungry, and 40% have little or no financial backup.36   The government response is to bully and 

harass the most vulnerable to apply for insecure or non-existent jobs, on so-called ‘zero-hours’ 

contracts, enforced by ‘sanctions’ of state-sponsored starvation. And for each of these visible effects 

there are structural syndromes, up for debate – the destruction of livelihoods, inter-generational 

deracination, corporate promotion of addictive lifestyles, or cynical media propaganda – each is a 

long story in itself.  

                                                             
32 UNICEF 2016:  
33 Stuckler and Basu 2012 
34 Dorling 2015 
35 RSA 2016 
36 JRF 2016: Oxfam 2014 
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We don’t have to look far to find contradictions in the welfare model.  We have principles of 

insurance (individuals pay into the state and take out when needed):  principles of universality 

(everyone is entitled as a human right): of empowerment, as the moral and practical goal of welfare: 

and of individuation, where poverty or illness is framed as personal failure and ‘depoliticized’.  Such 

narratives are then played out in macro-economic policy, using flawed evidence to justify public debt 

reduction, while households and firms increase their debt at much greater cost.37  One result, 

tragically for many, is that welfare is framed as a drag on the state, and recipients are framed as a 

‘problem’ of undeserving scroungers. Such narratives show up with linear mode-I and evolutionary 

mode-II welfare.  There’s a caricature of bureaucratic socialism, where the poor just lack money, and 

so the state responds with handouts. This shifted to evolutionary small-state models, with ‘hand-ups 

not handouts’ and ‘tough love’ programs.    

In this situation of covert class warfare and societal self-harm, synergistics brings some insights.  The 

first is that humans are not only ‘problems’ – they are ‘opportunities’... Social welfare can be 

reframed as human investment, with policies and services to suit that goal. A second insight is that a 

welfare system (or any public service) can work for multiple agendas. For a linear mode-I problem of 

material poverty a direct public provision works best: and for problems of incentives and enterprise, 

a market-driven system would suit.  But where the problem is a human multiplicity, to mobilize self-

recovery from trauma, to enable inter-generational exchange, or creative livelihoods in the 

community – then we look for a more synergistic mode-III ‘well-fair’ system.  

Designing such a system, starts with the ‘wider’ relationships between all concerned.  The goal is for 

every individual to be supported as a whole person, not just a statistic, drawing in community 

resources through social enterprise and mutual aid, with diversity and trust in creative human 

potential. Where so many people are victims of abuse or trauma or alienation of many kinds –in 

workplaces, families, schools, justice system, or other services – we need to co-create positive 

pathways for personal re-evaluation, remediation and re-integration.   

We also look for ‘wider’ linkages between sectors, at how job mentoring can link to housing or 

education or health or others. This doesn’t depend on a huge bureaucracy, rather it’s about shifting 

‘silos and structures’ towards ‘relationships and processes’.  We can rethink the hard divisions 

between formal jobs and formal unemployment, with all the stiManchesteras in an atomized 

community: destructive not only of individuals but of businesses and local economies.  In the UK, 

unemployed people who retrain or do voluntary work are ‘sanctioned’ and put into starvation:  in 

Germany, the unemployed are encouraged to stay in contact with firms, community enterprise, 

informal networks, internships and the like.   We can design a more responsive system, where 

people or businesses can move freely from formal to informal, from training to mentoring, from 

economic to social and cultural activity. 

This makes even more sense when we look ‘deeper’, beyond purely material values, at social, 

cultural, ecological or ethical.  By rethinking welfare as investment in human resources, the system 

can enable diversity and co-production, linking up training and capacity building, community 

enterprise and ecological projects.  One of the most pressing social needs is in social care of the 

elderly, largely underfunded and underskilled.38  This suggests a wider and deeper care system which 

                                                             
37 Reinhart & Rogoff 2010: Wren-Lewis 2015 
38 Mulgan 2013 
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recognizes and values the whole spectrum, from informal to formal, from medical to social, and 

from private business to social enterprise.     

And so, to the million-dollar question of money: who should fund generous welfare payments or 

care services, let alone the costs of mentoring for millions?  Again we have to think laterally about 

society – not just as selfish individuals, but as synergistic networks of co-creation and cohesion.   

There are social needs and social resources everywhere outside formal employment: older people 

with time for caring or mentoring, or younger people with digital skills to share with others who 

need them.  Social innovations such as time banks and skills exchanges have been around for a 

while, and now use digital platforms, as in SMART-COMMUNITIES-III.  But often these stay in the 

‘voluntary sector’ niche, when they could be mainstream.  One example is the Danish multi-

generation co-housing and care model, bringing together old and young, increasing well-being and 

reducing costs of care for both.39  Others show up here and there: a corner shopkeeper who 

provides defensible space in NEIGHBOURHOOD-III: an entrepreneur who takes on teenagers in LOCAL-

ECONOMY-III : or social co-investment in FINANCE-III.    

This all suggests likely pathways. A ‘mentor pathway’ works on socio-cultural barriers to 

employment, with capacity building circles to link skilled with unskilled.  An ‘enterprise pathway’ 

enables social co-production, so that young musicians can get premises which are otherwise 

inaccessible.  A ‘social investment’ pathway follows up the human potential with the excluded and 

marginalized:  disabled, long-term unemployed, ex-offenders, or in recovery from trauma or 

addiction.  In general, the paradiManchester of ‘service for the public’ shifts towards ‘service by and 

with the people’, a flourishing of community enterprise, creative cultures and mutual aid.   

The grassroots potential calls for higher level pathways. One is about the principle of social 

investment and ‘social return on investment’, as a guiding principle for policy and public services.  

The big political-economy question is the so-called Universal Basic Income (UBI), now on trial in 

Finland:40  this has a logic of both social justice and economic stability, but could also bring side-

effects and perverse incentives.  From the synergistic view, the success of UBI is likely to be about its 

linkage with other Well-Fair pathways – employment, housing, health and others – to minimize the 

negatives and maximize the social opportunities. 

Further discussion on this – for another project – would start with developing countries at different 

stages on the curve. As sketched in DEVELOPMENT-III, there’s a history of pro-poor policies which echo 

some of the themes above, in a situation of little or zero public welfare. Developed countries could 

learn from experience on co-production of assets and livelihoods, and of micro-finance and 

community enterprise, or gender and minority empowerment.41 And high on the priority list is the 

question of public health...     

  

                                                             
39 Durrett, 2009 
40 Painter & Thoung 2015 
41 Satterthwaite & Mitlin 2013 
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FIGURE 8-4: PUBLIC-SERVICE-III  
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Well-Health-III  
There’s a wide overlap between well-being, public health and healthcare, hence the notion of ‘Well-

Health’.  Much debate on health focuses on glamorous treatments for terminal conditions: public 

health is the poor relation, underfunded and unglamorous, but maybe with greater potential to save 

or improve lives.  But public health tends to raise tricky political questions... 

Many people live with a menu of chronic ill-health, others with endemic conditions linked to 

workplaces, housing, diet or substances.  In the so-called developed UK, 8 million people live in 

households which regularly go short of food, with untold impacts on health.42  Even social isolation 

or loneliness, is now strongly associated with cardiac conditions, a problem not easily fixed with a pill 

or a scan.43 Overall, public health works with complex factors beyond its control, beyond 

government silos or business markets, and calling out for synergistic thinking. 

Again there are tensions and axes of contradiction. One is the axis of ‘state versus market’:  we see 

either public institutions which grow in size and cost, or private enterprise where profit comes 

before positive health and integration.  Another axis is ‘inter-dependence’: we see dilemmas on 

moral hazard, such as whether drinkers and smokers should pay for their self-induced problems. A 

third axis is that of ‘hierarchy’:  if upstream investment in public health leads to greater downstream 

savings, why is it so difficult to achieve? 44   

Meanwhile, general practice doctors see first-hand the victims of system failure: gluco-toxic or 

allergenic conditions, chronic head or back pains, depression and stress and isolation.  These are 

syndromes where in principle things should connect – social care, nutrition, mental health, personal 

development, mutual aid, and mainstream healthcare. Such person-centred responses are not only 

about the health service, a.k.a. the ‘illness service’, but housing, employment, education, 

environment, food and lifestyle.  But the pressures on the person side are rising: some from ageing, 

some from the younger generation coping with insecurity and alienation, and some wider effects of 

unemployment and housing shortage. 

Glasgow for example, suffers a post-industrial deprivation similar to other UK cities, but its public 

health problems seem more severe.45  Health indicators seem more linked to inequality than simple 

poverty: young males are vulnerable to substance abuse, depression and violence: middle-aged 

females experience poor diet and mental stress, leading to pulmonary conditions and liver 

cirrhosis.46  There are surface causes and deeper layers, such as religious or nationalistic divides, 

conflict between local and migrant cultures, and a perceived sense of alienation.   In response, there 

are positive directions in public health thinking. One is the ‘assets’ approach to the resources of 

households and communities, where patients are part of the solution not just the problem, and 

where community enterprises are linked into healthcare co-production.47  So, how to even begin to 

understand such inter-connections: or how to design responses which are equally inter-connected?  

                                                             
42 Food Foundation 2016 
43 Valtorta et al 2016 
44 Birley 2011 
45 Ravetz 2014 
46 Taulbut et al 2012 
47 McLean & McNeice 2012 
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These questions were explored in a pilot workshop with the Glasgow Centre for Population Health 

and the International Futures Forum, which generated the sketches and mappings here.  

There’s a typical ‘healthcare metabolism’ on the middle left of PUBLIC-SERVICE-III-(A).  According to 

the logic of high throughput and low cost, a patient gets a diagnosis and prescription, recovers and 

‘completes’: it’s normal for a doctor to see a patient for five minutes and give her/him anti-

depressants, with little or zero knowledge of the person.   This linear model works well for direct 

physical conditions, generalist or specialist.   For more complex cases, there could be many actors 

involved, as sketched in the ‘healthcare ecosystem’ syndromes on the lower left.  There are tensions 

as the managers, doctors, pharmaceuticals or others around the table each pull in different 

directions, leaving the patients as objects, out of the loop and end of the line.  The most powerful 

force is the money, and quasi-marketization, which divides whole-person problems into cost-

recovery parts.48  One UK example is the shrinking of podiatry services, now unable to provide 

upstream treatments, which then incurs much greater downstream costs, as well as disability and a 

50% chance of early death.49  And so the wider coordination of health with employment, housing, 

education, diet and lifestyle, is near impossible.    

These syndromes are the surface level of more fundamental transitions.  The change mapping in 

PUBLIC-SERVICE-III-(B), shows three public health transitions, which run in parallel to the ‘urban 

environment transitions’ from Chapter 6.50   Firstly, the ‘infrastructure’ model was focused on water, 

sanitation and other vectors of infectious disease, which began to be managed by the emerging local 

government.  Then, a ‘techno-medical’ model brought medical science to the major conditions, and 

huge professional institutions grew alongside.  Thirdly, with rising affluence and post-industrial 

change, the ‘socio-behavioural’ model focuses on lifestyle and life-chances, for more modern gluco-

toxic and allergenic conditions, mental disorders, and the growing challenges of ageing and social 

care.   

This is the backdrop to the synergistic opportunities on the right of PUBLIC-SERVICE-III-(C). Here the 

‘metabolism’ is rather different: the goals are about positive well-health, and the providers include 

housing, education, police or social workers. The inputs start with social co-production (i.e. active 

help with family, friends, community), and the outputs are more about patient self-help and 

empowerment. Moreover the patients / clients are not objects but citizens in communities, and the 

overall outcome is societal well-health.  To achieve this, previous roles and silos are expanded, 

medical providers work with the whole person, patients / clients are active in local communities and 

networks.  The ‘healthcare ecosystem’ on the lower right, shows more synergies in of roles and 

relationships, which start to build up a wiser more responsive Well-Health-III.   

This isn’t all new, and such qualities exist all over:  wherever good nursing brings empathy, clients 

self-organize on social media, or where neighbours watch out for each other. But to scale up we 

need pathways which can transform organizations and professions, to enable the holistic, person-

centred integration of a PUBLIC-SERVICE-III, and then, in the current mantra, ‘do more for less’. 

                                                             
48 Meek 2014 
49 Toynbee 2016 
50 Rayner and Lang 2012: Lang and Rayner 2012 
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The synergistic round table on the right of the picture shows three kinds of value-cycles:  social, 

public and financial.  And in the pathway mapping, in the lower part of PUBLIC-SERVICE-III-(D), these 

value-cycles are ready to roll...  The first is about social and community value, networks and 

relationships, of co-creation, co-innovation and co-production (and many other ‘co’ words).  Here 

we look for incentives and systems which can enable social networks for care of the old: or linking 

health to urban food and ecology, and education-nutrition schemes.  The previous ‘Well-Fair-III’ 

model would play a big role here.   

A second pathway is about ‘public value’, and how to get upstream investment in public health, in 

order to reap the downstream benefits.  So this is really about how governance and public policy 

works, and the nuts and bolts of management and evaluation, in complex systems such as housing 

or social care, where costs and benefits, tangibles and intangibles, are all mixed up (see 

E/VALUATION-III).  This also looks to professional institutions, not only for specialist experts but for 

community-based enablers or ‘barefoot’ health advocates and mentors. This looks towards a social-

health-public enterprise model, which can ‘follow the humans’ through the system (rather similar to 

the community planners in CIVIC-DESIGN-III). Meanwhile a wider ‘values-based’ approach looks for 

the synergies and co-production between mental health and education, welfare, housing and 

employment. But at present, the silo-building marketization of most public services makes these 

inter-connections very challenging.51  One example near Manchester is the Rochdale Borough Users 

Forum, one of many which turn around the conventional model of psychiatric treatment. With 

service users directly involved with in service delivery there is great self-determination, but also a 

too-common insecurity of funding and human resources.52 

This all comes to a crunch in the finance pathway.   If the money is firmly attached to the fixing of 

‘illness’, whether in a public mode-I or private mode-II, it will struggle to connect upstream and 

downstream, or between healthcare and other services.  So, this pathway aims for the financial 

values to follow the social / ecological / cultural values.  As in FINANCE-III, there are tricky questions 

on how to balance intangibles and tangibles, and how to assess the costs of illness and return on 

social investment in housing or education or care. Then there are wider synergies between finance 

and community enterprise: social capital incentives for well-health mentors, and co-production 

between medics and clients and other providers.  This pathway includes for mutualised business 

models for providers in public and private sectors, from pharmaceuticals to prosthetics.  Insurance is 

also a big player, with informatics now changing the game: with real-time geo-spatial links between 

clients, diets, activities, conditions and treatments, this could be either a corporate bonanza, or a 

whole new agenda for Well-Health-III.  

Overall, the principles of WELL-HEALTH-III can apply to almost any kind of public service.53  Crime 

prevention and policing works better with the engagement of the community: prisons show better 

results at lower cost through mentoring and personal pathways.  Similar propositions show up in 

HOUSING-III or EDUCATION-III.  In each there are linear or evolutionary services for simple problems, 

and a co-evolutionary model for more synergistic problems.  But to make real progress we have to 

dig deeper into the underlying pathologies...  
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5) ON THE DARKER SIDE: INEQUALITY-III 
 

 

From the beginning of history, it seems that an elite minority finds ways to dominate a majority 

population: the ‘iron law of oligarchy’ sees insiders and outsiders in every group.54  Even in so-called 

developed nations, there’s a thin veil of democracy covering layers of hierarchy and stratification, 

between rich/poor, young/old, female/male, skilled / unskilled, or native/ethnic.  From a synergistic 

viewpoint, when clever or smart structures emerge with hierarchy and inequality, this is not co-

evolution but ‘dis-evolution’: any collective intelligence will be further away, and society as a whole 

will be ‘stupefied’.  Many studies confirm in endless detail, the links between inequality and 

dysfunctional societies.55  Many more studies look at corruption and informality (below).   

Can synergistics offer anything practical for such dark and intractable problems?  Here is a mere 

sketch of a huge agenda, so results are not guaranteed...  

We could start with an extreme case, a totalitarian hierarchy, on the upper left of INEQUALITIES-III-(A):  

a typical oligopoly / autocracy, with a steep ladder leading towards a local elite, who in turn climb 

another ladder towards the global elite. Challenges to the regime are suppressed by fear or force, 

and behind a thin facade of democracy the population is alienated and disempowered.  The picture 

in the centre at (B) shows a more nuanced ‘liberal democracy’. Here the global elite controls an 

establishment, with several kinds of political party, but under the surface each is more or less the 

same from the same establishment.56 In developed nations, as in the 2016 unravelling, this highly 

compromised model is losing public trust and eroding any socio-political contracts which might help. 

In emerging or developing nations, there are layers of post-colonial ‘under-development’, state-

sponsored corruption and resource dependency, all of them barriers to any greater equality. 

In contrast there’s a more synergistic Politics-III democracy, on the upper right of INEQUALITIES-III-(C).  

This works with the political trends and transitions described above, and aims to mobilize the 

associational networks, responsive feedbacks, and social co-production, as in POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III.  

This is basically about diversity and multiplicity, to counter the mono-functional material forces of 

inequality and hierarchy.  In principle there’s a strong economic logic in reducing inequality, so the 

economy can move towards higher-value production. There’s a strong cultural logic, not only for an 

ethical agenda, but so the cultural landscape can move towards diversity and empowerment. And 

there’s a strong social logic in reducing inequality, so that kinship and social networks can benefit 

from wider encounters and exchanges and linkages. Putting these together the case starts to add up, 

just as it did in the 19th century, when the abolition of slavery pursued economic, social, ethical and 

political arguments.  So the sketch here shows a diversity of social groups and institutions, with a 

diversity of channels. The steep-sided one-way ladders of hierarchy are shifted towards more 

diverse and rounded paths of recirculation and redistribution.  In previous generations of the North, 

social progress relied on an expanding middle class: this trend is now seen in the South, while the 
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countries of the North now see stagnation and insecurity.57   In both cases the emergence of 

inequality and a hierarchical society around material wealth, can shift towards a more diverse and 

relational structuring by other values, social or cultural or ecological.  

But this is not a simple or easy proposition..... and the other side of the inequality coin is corruption, 

the ‘misuse of entrusted power for private gain’.  Corruption is inter-woven with ‘informality’, which 

covers up to three quarters of employment in many developing countries, with the lowest levels of 

pay and conditions especially for women and migrants.58  But here’s an open question: informality 

can be extremely negative, going all the way to organized crime in a narco-state.  Informality can 

also be very positive: with local self-organization, social innovation and ‘small change’ enterprise, as 

seen in squatter neighbourhoods and social innovations around the world.59  How to tell the 

difference between one brand of informality and another?   

Some personal disclosure from my squatter-activist time in 1970s London:  we believed that laws on 

property should make way for informal housing, and that laws on psychedelic drugs should change 

to allow for the exploration of inner space...  Later on, working as an architect, I saw how the most 

elaborate and formal systems, of finance or construction management, depend on informal 

networks.  And still later, as a policy-activist working for change from within, informal trust and 

reciprocity seemed to require the informal code-language of the British male establishment, i.e. 

‘cricket’. 

At the other end of the spectrum, organized or endemic corruption is a scourge of development,   

with costs estimated at least ten times the global development bill of $100 billion. Not only narco-

dictatorships, but apparently democratic nations such as India or Brazil suffer horrendously.60  More 

recent anti-corruption campaigns are framed not only as technical issues of regulation and 

enforcement, but as more nuanced behavioural and social issues.61  But progress is very slow when 

whole sectors and institutions are structured around informality and corruption.62    

Picture the actors around the table, in a complex and formalized system such as construction, in the 

lower left of INEQUALITIES-III-(D).  To make it work, to get around ‘stupid’ rules and regulations, 

builders work on informal trust and reciprocity, for mainly practical reasons, which we might call 

‘white’ informality.  But the door is then wide open to ‘grey’ informality, bordering on tax evasion, 

rings and cartels, favours and nepotism, backhanders and sweeteners. The lowest layer shows a 

black economy, a mafia-style criminal system with coercion and lethal force, from old-style robbery 

and extortion, to new-style trafficking, financial and cybercrime.63  (One example - on the coastlines 

of the Mediterranean and Caribbean, surplus narcotic money goes into showpiece tourism 

development, but the construction is full of faults, the hotels and casinos go bust, and remain as 

derelict hulks on the beach...) 
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With these competing system layers on the map, some dynamics between them are visible. It seems 

the formal layer is often an ineffective or cynical facade, with low rewards and high costs and risks.  

There are strong incentives to shift the ‘real’ activity downwards to the grey or black economy 

layers:  for example in the former USSR, brown suitcases of hard cash were needed to keep the 

factories running.64   Overall there’s a race to the bottom, a cumulative endemic of corruption and 

organized crime, with apparently little possibility of any higher level collective intelligence. 

For responses, some synergistic pathways are on the lower right of INEQUALITIES-III-(E), building on 

best practice in anti-corruption and effective state policies.65  These pathways follow a wider 

systems approach of hearts and minds, wider and deeper than simple regulations or legal powers. 

They recognize the different layers of activity and look for ways to transfer or shift from one to 

another.  They look for potential in the formal layer for a wiser shared-mind, combining social norms 

with business opportunity, recirculating value, and avoiding dysfunctional regulations. In particular 

they include for a positive ‘white’ informality, of self-organization and improvisation, which can 

make the system work, whether in construction or education.  All this adds up to a stronger upwards 

force, shifting the locus of activity from black to grey layers, and from grey into formal and ‘white’ 

layers.   

How could this work? Again, no easy answers... but the general mapping of synergistic pathways can 

help. Wider, we look for new synergies between actors.  Deeper, we look for multiple values and 

value-chains, as in the inequality question.  Longer, we look towards a co-evolution of a shared-mind 

across the system.  All these combined to push the layers upwards on all fronts. This may need 

enforcements and confrontations, but these work only where the system being enforced is basically 

more effective, with a higher level of synergy and co-intelligence.  Such pathways aren’t easy where 

corruption is so embedded, and so entangled with violence and inequality. But there’s little 

alternative, for progress on the ‘societal structure’, the socio-political-economy itself... 
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FIGURE 8-6: INEQUALITIES-III 
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6) HOW TO BE A STATE:  POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III 
 

 

On the surface, most political debates are about the balance of market versus state. Clearly, every 

penny of tax or spending counts to the winners or losers. But behind this are bigger questions: is the 

market or the state better for collective intelligence?  Are there alternatives beyond the ‘same-old’, 

either-or, spectrum of market versus state?  There’s an argument that we are far from ‘the end of 

history’, rather at the beginning of a new kind of history, one beyond simplistic market versus state 

models.  So here we use synergistics to explore what could lie beyond, in the shape of a POLITICAL-

ECONOMY-III.   

This is one angle on co-opolism, the potential successor to post-post-capitalism. This surfaces here 

and there through the book.66  We can frame co-opolism, as a ‘synergistic socio-political-economy 

based on co-intelligence’.  This sees fundamental shifts: ‘capital’ is becoming more diverse and 

responsive. Material ‘production’ is extending to cultural or social co-production: and social 

institutions are becoming more than simple power structures, more about collaboration and co-

creation.  There are strong economic drivers for the post-capitalist shift, as in chapter 5, especially 

the end of scarcity as a measure of value (in some goods).  Here, the question is the political drivers.  

The ‘state’ is at the centre of human civilization. But it often defaults to linear ‘silo’ type thinking, not 

well suited to complex problems in an age of turbulence. However the private sector alternative is 

often worse, where markets are a crude response to social problems, and private firms take on 

social roles for which they are not designed.  There’s also the third sector model of cooperative and 

mutual structures, with many positive strengths as in ORGANIZATION-III, but often lacking 

transferability and resilience.  For each of these, we can explore the co-intelligence potential, behind 

the day-to-day politics, and look for new configurations and synergistic pathways... 

 

Mapping the socio-political-economy 
We could start with the observation that there’s more to political economy than politics and 

economics. Looking ‘deeper’ through many domains – ‘social, technical, economic, environmental, 

political, cultural’ – it seems that each variety of political-economy regime, takes some of these 

domains as primary and others secondary.  For example, in a typical neo-liberal regime, there are 

strong priorities for economic and technology domains, while ecology and social issues seem to take 

a back seat.   What if we try all possible combinations, of three primary and three secondary 

domains? The full results are in the Annex with Table 12-xxxx, with 20 variations from ‘deep green’ 

to ‘technology fix’. This helps to put things in context: a post-industrial city could respond to 

economic crisis with social or cultural development, as in Liverpool or Detroit. Or, a post-colonial 

country might work on social development by ecological restructuring, such as Mauritius or 
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Tanzania.67   For a synergistic political-economy, with all domains involved, we could ask – does the 

economic system promote ecological sustainability: or, does the political system enable cultural 

diversity?   

Next let’s compare each of the mode-I, II and mode-III alternatives in a synergistic mapping, as in 

POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III.   In this Lego-scale picture, each is drawn with three circles showing three 

domains:  social, political and economic.  Between these domains is a kind of ‘magic triangle’ of 

power and influence, (thinner dashed lines), which links the elites and establishment insiders. There 

are also structural linkages (in thicker dotted lines): these are societal ‘contracts’ or ‘compacts’, 

system configurations which have some stability and resilience.  As in ORGANIZATION-III, the public 

sector ‘command-and-control’ equates roughly to mode-I, and the private market to mode-II: but we 

have to be careful, as in reality there are many layers in each of these. Overall these mappings are 

incredibly simplistic, aiming to show just the broad shape: more nuance is in ‘varieties of capitalism’, 

‘world systems theory’ and similar studies.68  

The linear system on the left hand side of POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III-(B), shows typical features of a 

welfare state, as in the UK 1945-1979, the Nordics and other social democracies.  With a broadly 

progressive ideology, this model tends towards structure and regulation, in health services, 

industrial strategy or urban policy. There’s an inner triangle of elite influence, but financial 

accumulation is limited, social hierarchy is constrained, and raw power is contained by democratic 

process. Of the main social contracts, ‘political-economy’ links between Keynesian fiscal policy, 

strong labour unions and (partial) state ownership.  A ‘socio-economic’ contract links consumption 

growth with near-full employment: and a ‘socio-political’ contract links state-backed welfare with 

strong public services and active democracy.  The social goals were certainly admirable at the time, 

but with hindsight this model seemed to lack some resilience and adaptive capacity. When 

productive industry moved overseas, and class structures diversified, and social expectations moved 

on, each of these social contracts were vulnerable to change and disruption.   

In contrast, an evolutionary mode-II system, on the centre-right at POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III-(C), shows a 

neo-liberal state, (more detail would show variations such as oil-state, narco-state or tax-haven-

state).  Here there’s unlimited wealth and inequality, exclusion and poverty, and the creative 

destruction by ‘free-market’ forces (meaning, the rich are ‘free’ to abuse the poor). The social 

configurations and contracts have changed radically from the previous version.  A ‘socio-political’ 

contract links the elite with the civil establishment, media manipulation and marginalization of the 

underclass.  The ‘socio-economic’ contract links a more post-industrial service-based economy, with 

affluent professional classes, with unearned transfers from property values. There’s a ‘political-

economy’ contract, which makes links between lower taxes, privatized services, punitive welfare, 

with business growth and competitiveness. Overall, this evolutionary model seems to include many 

forms of injustice and inequality, but (at present) it shows a powerful resilience and adaptive 

capacity. Even with the unravelling of 2016, and the resurgence of cultural and identity politics, this 

shows every sign of being co-opted into the neo-liberal regime.  
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And so, the trillion dollar question – what would be a co-evolutionary mode-III, a new synergistic 

socio-political-economy, based on co-intelligence?   And if this is really about a post-post-capitalism, 

can we frame it as a new ‘co-opolism’?  

Co-opolism rides on fundamental waves and transitions, and aims to turn problems towards 

opportunities.  The context is the political shift away from electoral representative democracy, 

towards civil institutions and social networks, which are more diverse, responsive and 

entrepreneurial.  There are economic shifts away from bipolar capital versus labour, and towards a 

tech-enhanced, out-sourced, global-local, networked-distributed system of co-production and 

shared-consumption. And there are socio-cultural shifts towards diverse, metro-cultural, networked 

and fluid, innovation-based sub-cultures and networks...  

So, in contrast to the industrial and post-industrial versions, from mode-I to mode-II, real differences 

show up in POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III-(D).  The arrows previously showing extraction of money and 

power are now showing recirculation. The ‘magic triangle’ which previously connected between the 

elites in each domain (or different sections of the same elite), is now more distributed and diffused, 

as the elites diversify themselves.  Most of all, the ‘social contracts’ are not only about material 

wealth and power, but more about co-creation and co-production. For instance, health services, as 

in PUBLIC-SERVICE-III, combine public base-load, community network-enterprise, and social-business-

value-chains, underpinned with state investment, but designed for co-learning and co-production.  

Each new social contract on this map, is the goal of a ‘synergistic pathway from smart to wise’. For 

the ‘political-economy’ contract / pathway, we work towards a new balance of market and state, 

based on societal shared-mind value. For example, a business would be taxed or subsidized 

according to its wider contribution (as in SOCIO-BUSINESS-III): public service is funded according to its 

upstream-downstream effects (PUBLIC-SERVICE-III): and finance is shifted from its rentier-casino 

model, towards social and cooperative enterprise (FINANCE-III).   

For the ‘social-political’ contract / pathway, we look for new linkages between civil society, social 

enterprise and public services, based on ‘associational-ecological’ democracy principles.  For 

instance, urban planning supports micro-finance and co-housing as in NEIGHBOURHOOD-III: or, local 

food systems support ecological health and education as in FOOD-III.  For the ‘socio-economic’ 

contracts, we aim to link social institutions with roles in the wider economy. For example, trade 

unions work on a collaborative-stake-ownership basis, as in SOCIO-BUSINESS-III:  education aims at 

proactive participation with parents, children, teachers and employers, as in EDUCATION-III.   

Finally, what about the money, the macro-economy, fiscal policy, and the endless roundabout of tax 

and spend?   This is up for exploration. We would explore the democratization of finance and a new 

kind of mandate for money creation by banks.69  New forms are emerging of valuation and 

accounting, to include for social or cultural or ecological assets (E/VALUATION-III and PROSPERITY-III).  

The Universal Basic Income could be a game-changing threshold in a new socio-political contract. 

The mobilization of ‘social-public-services’, has potential for social renewal by mutual aid, with 

informatics and distributed finance (FINANCE-III: SMART-COMMUNITIES-III). 
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Overall this agenda is hugely ambitious...  and why not? there’s the prospect of a global co-opolism, 

a synergistic socio-political-economy, where all people have the right to positive livelihoods and 

inclusive communities.   

We should also place this in its context of critical thinking, from social democracy to revolutionary 

Marxism.  From an age of gross inequality and injustice, dialectical theories emerged for surplus 

value.  Now in the 21st century the class war continues, but with hugely more complex configurations 

of capital and labour, and more volatile patterns of finance and technology.70   So how does 

synergistics compare with Marxist thinking?   

Firstly, our concept of ‘surplus value’ now looks beyond the material, towards other domains of 

social, psychological, cultural or ecological values.  Second, we look beyond bilateral class conflict, to 

a more diverse pattern with many classes and cultures and productive roles: networkers, co-

producers, dependents, intermediaries, third-agers, social-investors, freelancers, lifelong learners 

and others. It follows, there is no longer a zero-sum game of winners versus losers, that much 

surplus value is co-created and co-produced in value constellations.  Thirdly, there’s a contrast 

between Marxist concepts of historical evolution with ‘co-evolution’ on mode-III principles.  With 

hindsight the Marxist-Leninist state was in too many ways un-clever, un-smart and un-wise, and 

easily captured by a different elite, which turned out as even more brutal than the capitalists.  As to 

the historic inevitability of class conflict, this related to a world with clear divisions of capital and 

labour: in the new diversified and distributed world, things are more complex and inter-dependent...  
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FIGURE 8-5: POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III  
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7) PATHWAYS: POLITICS-III & THE NEW CO-OPOLISM 
 

 

If many or most political systems are only ‘clever’ or at best ‘smart’, and in many cases ‘un-smart’, 

how to describe ‘wise’?   One approach is to talk about ‘governance’ in contrast to government:  

‘wider set of institutions, flexible boundaries, complex systems of power, self-organizing networks, 

and potential to be more innovative and effective’.71  These qualities seem close to the concept here 

of a synergistic Politics-III.   

But in practice, much can and does go wrong.  Governance is easily captured by aggressive power 

and wealth, or stuck in functional silos, with open doors to expropriation and corruption.  The 

machinery of representation often gets in the way of its purpose: in the apparently democratic UK, a 

typical government gets its mandate from less than a quarter of the eligible voters.  Even if 

apparently working well, governance avoids structural changes and thereby continues with hierarchy 

and inequality.   

So it’s worth recalling the synergistic principles for a ‘wiser’ governance, with a scope which is 

‘wider-deeper-longer’.  Thinking wider, synergistic governance would be participative and inclusive, 

deliberative and reflexive, with integrated systems design. Thinking deeper, synergistic governance 

works across the layers, connecting markets with ecosystems, or technology with society, with a 

collective which is not only technical but social, emotional, cultural or ecological.  Thinking longer, 

this governance looks for transformations, and the pathways from smart towards wise, in decision-

making, public services and the structure of society. 

These pathways then play out in the political connexus, in the centre of POLITICS-III-(C): and the 

roundup here shows many are emerging all around, with long debates and strong evidence. A social 

pathway for ‘network governance’ aims for social norms and collective action to emerge from social 

learning:72  and ‘associational democracy’ is a model for collaborations between groups and 

networks, citizens and state, or workers and management.73  This democracy, (with a full menu of 

‘co-‘ words...), co-learns from hands-on knowledge of problems, co-creates new ideas, and co-

produces new services, at every level from strategy to operations.  

A technical pathway is driven by the digital: ‘anticipatory democracy’ aims at the ‘strategic policy 

intelligence’ which cuts across conventional silos.74  In previous decades Operations Research looked 

at a technical-rational management of complexity and uncertainty.75  Then the science of cybernetics 

(Greek for governance) began to explore the ‘socio-cybernetics’ of cooperative behaviour:76  also, 
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‘second order cybernetics’ where the observer / learner is part of the system being observed.77  With 

new digital platforms, social media and AI, we have new possibilities for collaborative learning, 

strategic intelligence, horizon scanning and systems management, leading from linear ‘information’ 

towards a more synergistic ‘wisdom’.   

For an ecological pathway, long-standing concepts of environmental justice have emerged as 

political ecology and liberation ecology.78  Management of resources such as water supplies are at 

the roots of governance, but the focus has shifted from local to global, and governance has to catch 

up.  ‘Ecological democracy’ is defined as a democratic model which is inclusive, participative and 

equitable in distribution of resources: as suggested by Elinor Ostrom’s ‘institutional design’ for 

management of the commons, or Hajer’s environmental discourse.79 

For cultural pathways, ‘deliberative democracy’ addresses more complex open-ended questions with 

in-depth discussion.80  This aims for citizen participation and community budgeting with ‘direct 

democracy’ to mobilize the wider social intelligence, as in the well-known ‘ladder of participation’.81   

At each level the complexity of governance should be matched to the complexity of the problem, as 

with the ‘law of requisite variety’.82  Helping to mobilize the many cultural and ethical perspectives, 

are tools for elicitation, participative visioning, consensus building, visualization, evaluation and 

reflection, as in USER-PATHWAYS. 

Such pathways are rooted in many strands of political philosophy, from entrepreneurial to socialist, 

to cooperative-anarchist, to cybernetic intelligence and complexity.83 But they also look beyond. 

Politics-III sees governance basically as the means to mobilize the collective wisdom – the shared-

mind of the people.  From one viewpoint this is a utopian dream – but from another, it’s already 

happening.  The seeds are showing through in the ‘proto-manifesto’ which follows.  
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FIGURE 8-7: POLITICS-PATHWAYS  
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A Proto-Manifesto  
 

Putting all this together, here’s a proto-manifesto for debate and critique.  This manifesto is aimed 

firstly at the ‘state’, meaning a nation-state. But it’s also relevant for a city or region, a firm or 

organization, or any other kind of unit which can mobilize and strategize. Here is a resume – the full 

text is online – with links to many of the synergistic Pathway Mappings through this book.  

“Capitalism is faced with existential crisis, from local to global. Climate change is degrading our life-

support systems, alongside the disruption of technology, uncontrollable finance, aggressive 

fundamentalism, mass migration, hollowing of democracy, and crisis of inequality.  The human 

civilization is collectively faced with an urgent choice – to rapidly develop and mature our collective 

intelligence:  or collapse into self-destruction.  

This calls for a new operating system of production, consumption, investment, collateral and 

livelihood. We propose a working title – CO-OPOLISM.   

Co-opolism is based on intelligent, responsive, synergistic mode-III social mind principles.  It is not a 

fixed model but a process of co-evolution and collective transformation of the socio-political-

economy. It includes not only materialist economic factors, but other values such as social, technical, 

ecological and cultural.   

The focus is not only on the state versus market, but many other kinds of social structures:  from 

households to communities, cultures, territories, technologies, networks and institutions of all kinds.  

The focus is not only on macro-scale systems of production and consumption, but on community 

and personal assets and livelihoods.  

A co-opolist system will follow more synergistic and wise models of production: no longer only for 

extractive profit, but for recirculated value: with distributed technology, circular resource flows, 

social investment and community livelihoods.  

A co-opolist system will follow more synergistic and wise systems of consumption: no longer by 

corporate manipulation of false desires, but by synergistic measures of prosperity and well-being.   

A co-opolist system will control the institutions of hierarchy, and the vested interests of power and 

wealth: by collective intelligence and the synergistic social mind, by co-operation where possible, 

and by confrontation where needed.  

A co-opolist system will start from the primacy of human scale livelihoods, social communities, 

cultural networks and ecological habitats: it will then mobilize all the synergistic technologies, 

finances, infrastructures and innovations, to provide material well-being and security.  

 

The role  and structure of political systems 

Governance is changing, in a world of extended networks, values and identities.  The co-opolist state 

will see a diversity of institutions, associations, communities and networks, creating many kinds of 

social value, with collective responsibilities of strategy, regulation, investment and redistribution. 
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• Organizations:  will be diverse, responsive, responsible, intelligent, with features of public, 

private and cooperative sectors (see ORGANIZATION-III).   

• Multi-level governance:  will be networked and recursive, to suit the complexity of the systems it 

works with (MULTI-LEVEL-III).  

• Public services:  will be inclusive, egalitarian and holistic, open to the contributions of social 

enterprise and livelihoods (PUBLIC-SERVICE-III). 

• Pathologies of hierarchy and corruption will be confronted and redirected with synergistic 

balancing (INEQUALITIES-III).  

 

The role and structure of economic systems 

Economic systems are changing in a world of digitized, globalized flows and chains of co-production 

and consumption.  The co-opolist economy will steer towards social responsibility and 

environmental sustainability.  Business entrepreneurship and innovation will be enabled by public 

procurement and collaborative networks.  Financial speculation, rent and unearned profit will be 

recirculated into productive activities and community assets.  

• Local, urban and regional economies will aim at synergistic self-organization and resilience in the 

face of global pressures (see LOCAL-ONOMICS-III):  

• Resource supply chains and market systems will be geared to circular, regenerative, zero-waste, 

together with the finance and technologies which support them (CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III): 

• Business and social enterprise models will be co-producers with their partners and communities, 

upstream and downstream (SOCIO-BUSINESS-III):  

• Financial systems and the money supply will be based on public ownership of credit and 

collateral, with parallel money systems for social / ecological assets (see FINANCE-III):  

• Economic models, metrics and policies will aim towards synergistic social / cultural / ecological 

models of prosperity and growth (see PROSPERITY-III): 

 

The role and structure of social systems 

Social systems are shifting towards diverse, freelance, networked communities, based on social 

innovation and co-production.  Social institutions, organizations and networks will aim for diversity 

and tolerance, self-organization and empowerment, globally connected and locally embedded. A co-

opolist system will promote multi-functional services and multi-cultural communities and networks.    

• Housing will favour multi-functional, multi-modal shared space and facilities, for a diversity of 

social groups and cultures, with a diversity of design (See HOUSING-III):  

• Urban neighbourhoods will promote local synergies and interconnections of business, social 

enterprise, ecology, education, health etc (See NEIGHBOURHOOD-III):  
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• Education will aim towards a creative enquiry and whole-person development model, with 

capacity building for vulnerable and excluded groups (See EDUCATION-III):  

• Inequality and exclusion are the greatest challenges, but will respond to political, economic, 

ecological and technological pressures on the forces of alienation: (See SOCIETAL-PATHWAYS).  

As for next steps: at the time of writing, in the UK, the progressive wing is in a regroup phase, and 

the  right wing is dominant for the moment.  But there are other forces in motion, beyond the 

spectrum of market-state: social media, community enterprise, social-ecological movements. There 

are also pressures and contradictions from inter-generational injustice, networked protest, identity 

and fundamentalism...  It’s up for debate whether such forces will prevail against the status quo and 

the establishment. 

These positive transformations could seem difficult or impossible, if we assume that people and 

societies are basically selfish and materialistic.  But if we extend the possibilities to people who 

collaborate, co-create and co-produce, even just a little, then this agenda is ready to roll... 
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